DEDICAM – EVERYTHING JUST FITS
INDIVIDUAL CAD/CAM PROSTHETICS FROM CAMLOG.

DEDICAM PRODUCTS IMPRESS. With an efficient digital workflow and Camlog quality,
EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE SOURCE. Tailored to your individual needs.
EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE. Wide range of patient specific products and services from inlays to bars.
EVERYTHING IS EFFICIENT. Open interfaces, precise fabrication and punctual delivery.
EVERYTHING IS COMPREHENSIVE, Wide range of implant manufacturers supported.

Whether implants or tooth-supported prosthetics: at DEDICAM you will find a portfolio that leaves nothing to be desired.

For further information on the DEDICAM® portfolio and how to get started within the digital workflow by Camlog please contact your local Camlog distributor, or visit Camlog world-wide at www.camlog.com/en/dedicam.
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